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ABSTRACT
We view foreign interference in US and UK elections via social
manipulation through the lens of usable security. Our goal is to
provide advice on what interventions on the socio-technical election system are likely to work, and which are likely to fail. Strategies that the usable security literature indicates are likely to work
are those that (1) avoid overloading the user’s primary task; (2)
help people understand negative consequences of their actions;
and (3) support the long-term education of users with analytic reasoning skills and adequate background knowledge. Several of the
responses to election interference proposed by governments and
technology companies so far do not abide by these recommendations and are likely to be ineffective.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Usability in security and privacy;
Social aspects of security and privacy; • Information systems →
Social networks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The ever-increasing connectivity afforded by the internet and the
growth of social networking platforms has created an environment
where information can be disseminated very rapidly. Such connectivity can be useful, allowing individuals to share their thoughts,
feelings, and experiences with friends and family around the world;
it can help people stay abreast of news and politics; it can simplify
organization and coordination of communities and movements. The
internet has also be used to mislead people—from mere hoaxes and
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rumours, to fake news stories designed to be salacious and generate advertising revenue, to organized campaigns to promulgate
falsehoods—with consequential physical and political effects. We
will follow Gelfert’s definition of fake news: “cases of deliberate
presentation of false or misleading claims as news, where these are
misleading by design” [26]. A broader term of art is information operations; defined by the US Joint Chiefs of Staff as “the integrated
employment, during military operations, of [information-related
capabilities] in concert with other lines of operation to influence,
disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision making of adversaries and
potential adversaries while protecting our own” [38]. Fake news is
one of many methods by which an adversary might conduct information operations.
Our new paradigm is the intersection of two proposed changes
to the way we think about foreign election interference. The first
step is to expand the organizing model of “cybersecurity incident,”
which in the current cybersecurity paradigm covers security policy
violations in information systems only (per [54]), to include security policy violations in socio-technical systems (namely, foreign
election interference). That is, we think there is value in considering election interference as a cybersecurity problem. If we can
think of election interference in terms of cybersecurity, then we
can also apply ideas from usable security — and this is the second
step. We will demonstrate usable security is a useful tool for suggesting both technical and non-technical approaches to mitigating
the problem of foreign election interference.
Elections in 2016, both in the US and UK, have focused attention on the integrity not just of technological voting systems but
also the social voting systems of which the technical systems are a
part. As a result, societies are increasingly viewing their elections
and other democratic institutions as part of their critical national
infrastructure—systems which must be secured against attacks on
their integrity. In this paper, we take the point of view that social
manipulation, especially via network technology, is a security incident [54] within the socio-technical election system. More explicitly, our scope is threats to elections in the US and UK; specifically
social manipulation of the electorate via technology. This point of
view helps give structure to analysis of the problem of election interference by metaphor to information security. We will explore
how this point of view opens up insights from the allied discipline
of usable security that inform what may or may not be a viable and
usable security architecture.

1.1

Scope

The scope of election interference is diverse. We limit our scope
to foreign interference in US and UK elections; such interference
is explicitly illegal in both jurisdictions. Even so, the actions an
adversary might take occupy multiple modalities and time scales.
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There have been attempts at compromising the computers voters
use to vote, and the computers local governments use to tabulate
votes. There have been attempts to increase motivation to vote in
targeted segments of the population via propaganda, promoting
certain news stories, creating rallies, creating internet memes [64],
recruiting unwitting local nationals, releasing slanderous material,
sowing discord, and general fear-mongering. Adversaries have also
attempted to reduce motivation in other segments of the population in these ways. One could view the security goal as assuring
the integrity of the information within the social sphere. However,
even if an organization or government could assure the truth or
trustworthiness of information items, we want to avoid creating a
dystopian Ministry of Truth. Orwell provides sufficient argument
against that path [44]. Thus the security assurance we seek is that
actors within the information exchange environment are incentivized to act in good faith and in compliance with relevant laws
and regulations.
To consider this from a cybersecurity point of view, we need
a statement of the security policy which is violated in this case.
We do not mean that all types of election interference necessarily
takes place in cyberspace, but rather that our definition of what an
incident is comes from cybersecurity standards and the possible
responses we consider are informed by those used in cybersecurity.
The US Federal Election Commission (FEC) provides a summary
of the relevant laws (52 U.S.C. §30121 and 11 CFR 110.20), which
states that
FEC “regulations prohibit foreign nationals from directing, dictating, controlling, or directly or indirectly
participating in the decision-making process of any
person (such as a corporation, labor organization, political committee, or political organization) with regard to any election-related activities” [62].
Similarly, the UK Parliament explicitly recognized the threat of social manipulation aiming to influence elections:
In common with other countries, the UK is clearly
vulnerable to covert digital influence campaigns and
the Government should be conducting analysis to understand the extent of the targeting of voters, by foreign players, during past elections. We ask the Government whether current legislation to protect the
electoral process from malign influence is sufficient.
Legislation should be in line with the latest technological developments, and should be explicit on the
illegal influencing of the democratic process by foreign players [15, p. 71].
Therefore, our perspective is that election interference is a security policy violation if the security policy is understood as the
national law, and the information system is instead understood as
the socio-technical system of the election writ large. Then information operations by hostile nation states or fake news items are
security incidents if and only if they violate the policy. The national
regulators decide what counts as incidents when they specify the
security policy (that is, the law). Therefore, we take as security incidents just those events that violate the legal policy referenced
above. Security requirements (confidentiality, integrity, availability, etc.) are defined by the security policy, as usual [54].
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The FEC summary makes clear that it is the decision-making
process of every legal person that needs to be secured; the security
requirements are straightforward to adapt to this context. Transferring the legal terms of the FEC summary, the prohibition on
“directing, dictating, controlling, or directly or indirectly participating in the decision-making process of any person” is primarily
an assertion of the integrity of the decision-making process, but
denying the availability of a decision-making process would certainly be a kind of control over it. Appropriate confidentiality is
also implied by these legal terms; persons might be punished or
their votes bought if foreign nationals can violate the confidentiality of decision-making processes.
We approach election interference from the technical perspective of usable security. We are not, in any way, claiming this is the
only viewpoint or primary viewpoint. We are simply adding some
evidence-based constraints on a viable solution which the usable
security literature has to contribute. Election interference by social manipulation is an extraordinarily complex problem; no single
viewpoint will solve it. However, as countries hasten to implement
various measures to secure their elections, we wish to advocate
that the lessons of usable security not be forgotten.

1.2

Related work

We are not the first to consider a cybersecurity angle on election
interference. Farrell and Schneier [17] consider the impacts of information operations on the assurance models of democratic and
authoritarian governments. The main contribution is to argue that
the two governing systems react differently to contested information environments. Contested political knowledge may stabilize
authoritarian regimes, though it destabilizes democratic regimes,
because it affects each regime type differently. We aim to take a different approach and analyze what interventions may reduce such
contested knowledge in democratic regimes.
There is a new but quickly growing literature on different aspects of social manipulation through technology. A 2018 review
of the relationship between “social media, political polarization,
and ‘disinformation’ ” raised more questions than answers, taking its broad scope to include almost all slanted or incorrect information about politics [60]. Automated bots have been put to
various social purposes, from political spam during crises to boost
politician’s apparent popularity [63]. As of 2017, there were documented well-organized “social media manipulation campaigns”
in 48 countries, including domestic and foreign manipulation [10].
The Poynter Institute maintains a list of actions taken by various
countries to counter information operations and fake news [24],
which gives a wider overview of what is being done around the
world. Researchers have also studied how consumers search for,
acquire, and reason about news they read online via social media,
finding a wide variety of strategies and success rates currently in
use [21].
Our position within this quickly growing space is aided by our
comparatively narrow scope, focusing on foreign (that is, illegal)
election interference in the US and UK. Furthermore, we will offer
a framework for forming predictions about what types of interventions are more likely to work, rather than documenting problems.
We focus on the social manipulation aspect of election interference,
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and so do not discuss technical aspects of voting or voting machine
security. While voting machine security is crucial, the academic
computer security community has been engaged and we have nothing new to add on voting machines themselves. Electronic voting
machines in the US have had well documented and copious flaws
in the 2000s [9, 20] that have continued well into this decade [43].
Section 2 sketches the pros and cons of five types of interventions on the socio-technical election system that might increase assurance in the desired security properties. We analyze the usability
of these types of intervention in a very broad sense. Section 3 takes
specific examples of intervention plans and evaluates whether they
meet specific recommendations drawn from the usable security
literature. Section 4 offers recommendations for promising directions and where future work might be most needed.

2

INTERVENTIONS

This section introduces fives broad types of existing interventions
on the socio-technical system around elections. The five types of interventions have technical, policy, and human components. Capabilities and incentives, of both economic and psychological types,
are a recurring theme within these interventions. Section 2.1 discusses interventions under the general grouping of international
relations. Section 2.2 discusses social manipulation from the perspective of technical interventions to limit abusive content (e.g.,
spam). Section 2.3 discusses what to do after detecting an incident
of social manipulation. Section 2.4 considers future interactions between campaign finance regulations and cybersecurity and cybercrime. Section 2.5 provides a historical perspective on public education versus propaganda and highlights some current educational
efforts.
Our treatment of the material is brief and suggestive. A complete coverage would take a book. However, we have selected our
types of intervention and examples to cover a broad range of levels. We have international policy, domestic public policy, organizational policy, and technical policy aspects. Usable security provides
lessons at all these levels. This section gives us a toehold at each
of these levels, before Section 3 provides a more thorough usable
security view of some specific proposals.

2.1

International Relations

Historically, states have handled disputes between sovereigns via
the various organs of power studied under international relations:
war, trade policy, treaties, etc. As in many other areas, the internet
and information technology has disrupted this historical pattern.
On the one hand, non-state actors have increased effectiveness and
reach. On the other hand, state actors have multiple options for
false-flag operations and avoiding attribution by working through
or appearing as non-state actors.
The traditional acceptance of espionage as part of state-to-state
interactions would appear to classify automated or remote information operations, such as socio-technical election interference,
as another way a state may be expected to excercise power or influence over a rival. In oversimplified terms, states generally expect they ought to get away with whatever espionage they can.
The defending state essentially must deter espionage, for example
by catching the spies or interfering with their equipment. Both of
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these options are much less effective given a globally shared internet. The spies never need leave home. Countries such as the Russian Federation [52, §61] and the People’s Republic of China [66,
§8(1)] will not extradite any of their citizens to any country, let
alone government employees to the US, regardless of whether the
US has named those persons in indictments for espionage. Thus,
catching the spies is almost entirely ineffective.
To interfere with the equipment that foreign actors use to interfere with elections, the defending nations (the US and UK in
our case) would need to conduct offensive cyber operations. We
expect this to be ineffective because the adversaries are using the
same network as the target citizens—the global internet. The adversary’s equipment cannot be totally disrupted without turning
off the whole internet—an unacceptable option in the US or UK.
However, Russia is reportedly planning to test disconnecting from
the wider internet as a defense against broader cyberattacks [14]
and India shutdown its internet in response to lynchings triggered
by rumours spread over the internet and mobile messaging [22].
Degrading adversary capabilities may be a short-term stop gap
measure for particularly important events. For example, there are
reports [28] that the US targeted Russian information operations
systems during the 2018 midterm elections.
However, in the long run, the adversaries will learn how to make
their infrastructure robust to such attacks. Similar adversary capabilities have developed and become widely available on time scales
of 2–5 years [58]. Furthermore, much of the interference with the
socio-technical election system are distributed over many months
before the election, such as spreading propaganda, sowing discord,
and creating memes. Given that much of this activity happens on
shared social-media platforms, the infrastructure the adversaries
use for these tactics cannot be interrupted in the same way.

2.2

Technology platforms and anti-abuse

Another natural option for incident mitigation is the platforms
which host important aspects of the attack. The platforms usually
have stated acceptable use policies. Abuse is any use of the platform that violates these terms. The platforms use a variety of antiabuse measures to prevent abuse of their systems. The Messaging,
Mobile, and Malware Anti-Abuse Working Group (M3 AAWG) is
an industry association centered around sharing such measures.
If we view the election system as a socio-technical system, then
attacks on the citizens are in scope. Given the FEC statement, interference in the decision-making of any person is against what
we are taking as the security policy. Any news outlet that carries
or propagates information operantions or propaganda is therefore
part of the infrastructure of the attack. Nation-states have long
sponsored media outlets that propagate views contrary to the narrative rival nation-states propagate. Therefore, an infosec framework for interpreting attacks on the voting system could roughly
talk about this as insider attacks and external attacks. Explicit propaganda outlets are external, and in general behave according to
their editorial policy. We should address the threat posed by such
external propagandists with the tools of international relations, as
they’ve been managed in the past. In this section, we focus on the
category in which the majority of mass media and media platforms
fall, that of some sort of co-opted insider. Insider here just means
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the media company’s stated goal of existence is not to propagandize on behalf of a rival nation-state. Especially in the case of media
platforms, this insider/outsider distinction is blurry because citizens of any state may participate in the platform equally. However,
from the perspective of US elections, media companies domiciled
in the US or other allied nation-states could be convinced or compelled to change their policies in a way that outside media cannot.
Thus our distinction of insider/outsider refers narrowly to the media platform itself, not its users.
Mass media has shaped public discourse since its inception. The
technology platforms now hosting the public discourse are just
that—platforms. Platforms exert less direct control over the content they host and propagate than traditional mass media. Media
platforms and traditional mass media share the goal of shaping
public opinion, insofar as the platforms are advertising companies.
However, the basic observation [32, p. xi] makes about traditional
mass media companies may apply to media platforms:
“…[an attempt] to explain the performance of the U.S.
media in terms of the basic institutional structure and
relationships within which they operate. It is our view
that, among their other function, the media serve, and
propagandize on behalf of, the powerful societal interests that control and finance them. The representatives of these interests have important agendas and
principles that they want to advance, and they are
well positioned to shape and constrain media policy.
This is normally not accomplished by crude intervention, but by the selection of right-thinking personnel
and by the editors’ and working journalists’ internalization of priorities and definitions of newsworthiness that conform to the institution’s policy”
We use this quote mostly to note that substantial changes to the
policies of media platforms will likely not be easy, as established
interests may resist changes to a system currently benefiting them.
With this caveat in mind, we consider several possible responses
to the attack on the election socio-technical system drawn from
experience fighting other kinds of abuse on media platforms.
By treating election manipulation as abuse of the system’s intended purpose, we are essentially following Brunton’s definition
of spam: “spamming is the project of leveraging information technology to exploit existing gatherings of attention” [11, p. xvi]. However, Brunton’s definition of spam is in relation to some defined
community that values the attention of its members and does not
want it wasted or exploited by outside members. The online platforms are comprised of multiple and various communities, without
such clear boundaries. The communities of interest are at least reasonably well defined in the case of vote manipulation. The citizens
of a given country are the community, whether or not they can
or plan to vote, and citizens of all other countries are not (per the
law, i.e., security policy) to manipulate that community. Of course,
the nature of online platforms, even more than mass media before
them, makes this distinction difficult to maintain in practice.
Any technology platform today has automated policies in place
to limit spam—that is, to limit the unwanted exploitation of the
attention gathered on the platform. We will analyze the extent to
which these existing solutions to limit abuse and spam might be
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suitable for addressing attacks on elections. And many platforms
have started to classify propaganda as a kind of abuse, that is spam.
For example, Twitter representatives have stated Twitter is
“committed to understanding how bad-faith actors
use our services. We will continue to proactively combat nefarious attempts[, such as propaganda and information operations,] to undermine the integrity of
Twitter, while partnering with civil society, government, our industry peers, and researchers to improve
our collective understanding of coordinated attempts
to interfere in the public conversation” [25].
Pushing the task of removing propaganda to automated processes
and professionals is good from the perspective of usability.
There are multiple constraints on this solution. One constraint
is that, in many cases, the people propagating the information are
legitimate users. Norms and laws preventing censorship are in tension with anti-abuse activities to remove or prevent dissemination
of content. Secondly, anti-abuse work is done on a best-effort basis, and in many important aspects depends on volunteers [37].
The economic incentive for the platforms is to reduce abusive content to tolerable levels, not eliminate it. The same will be true of
fake news and propaganda. Finally, these platforms are advertising
companies. Their essential function is to manipulate public opinion
in the ways those paying them desire. In line with [32], it would
be naïve to trust advertising firms to tackle the problem of election
interference and propaganda voluntarily.

2.3

Detection and mitigation

Section 2.2 assumes that propaganda is detectable. Surely there are
technical challenges here. But we trust that fields like sentiment
analysis can be brought to bear with existing abuse detection methods. Various social media companies have announced removals of
various bots or accounts detected as propagandists, which would
tend to support the claim detection is possible, if not perfect. The
behaviour of troll or bot accounts changes over time, which can
increase the difficulty of automated detection [65]. However, all
these technical discussions may mask important decisions about
what mitigation means if humans have already been exposed to
manipulative content.
Human brains have a tendency to stick to the first opinion they
form about a topic. This phenomenon is anchoring bias [35], one of
many cognitive biases relevant to flawed or manipulable decisionmaking [13]. Incident response to a social event such as a news
item therefore cannot follow all the norms for responses to computer security incidents. For example, removing a story because it
is “fake news” is not the same as blacklisting a domain name or IP
address. Unlike a piece of technological infrastructure, the human
brain can not simply be reset to a sound state—thoughts and ideas
persist, even when evidence to the contrary is presented.
Because of various cognitive biases, it may actually be harmful
to mitigate a fake news story by tagging or removing the content.
At best, tagging news items with warnings has a minimal positive impact on user perception of those items while conferring a
false sense of security on false news items that are erroneously
not tagged [46]. For some sub-populations, warning tags increased
user belief. And it is certainly the case that technology platforms
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will not correctly classify all news items. An unavoidable issue
with the attempt to tag news as political or false is that “[n]obody,
including Facebook, wishes this organisation to have such a level
of control over the free press or even political campaigning” [6].
Some anti-abuse measures prevent content from ever reaching
human eyes. But some inevitably slips through. In the context of
domain names, reactive blacklisting alone cannot remove the incentive for the adversary to attack. Even if the adversary only gets
a benefit once in a million tries, if they pay no cost but stolen
time on compromised machines, they still profit [57]. The same dynamics likely apply to abuse with the goal of election interference.
Since some attacks will continue to get through, and the attacks
are likely to keep coming, communities and technology platforms
should think about what a successful mitigation of the harm done
by a propaganda campaign looks like. A basic step during computer security incident response is mitigation. What would be an
adequate mitigation plan for attacks on the social sphere is unclear.
One option to change the dynamics is to punish the party perpetuating the abusive material or propaganda. In France, legislation passed in 2018 to reduce false and misleading information during election campaigns allows judges to order that articles online
be immediately removed. The law also allows television channels
controlled by a foreign state to be suspended if they ‘deliberately
disseminate false information likely to affect the sincerity of the
ballot’. Violations of the law can result in a prison sentence of up
to one year and a fine.
These French laws in some ways echo and in some ways differ
from older attempts to control abusive communication and propaganda. For example, German law forbids dissemination and propagation of the symbols of “unconstitutional organizations” (Strafgesetzbuch §86). Historical cases in the US relate to public safety –
it is not free speech to yell “fire” in a public cinema (see Schenck
v. United States, 1919). Modern laws prohibiting the spread of fake
news make similar trade-offs between free speech and public welfare. But modern laws also must contend what it means to punish
a person outside their jurisdiction who can nonetheless harm their
citizens. This problem also has historical precedent. The Prussian
and French governments of the 1840s exiled Karl Marx, but his publications still reached and influenced the citizens of those nations.
But the problem of social manipulation through technology practically automates this ability to influence another nation’s citizens
from abroad, and solutions at this scale bear little relation to what
could be achieved in the 1840s.

2.4

Campaign Finance

One clear legal obligation in the US is that foreign nationals cannot
direct, dictate, control, or directly or indirectly participate in any
election-related activities [62]. Foreign nationals making financial
contributions to campaigns, such as paying for staff or advertising,
are an important, if not primary, example of such illegal behavior.
Thus, existing campaign finance regulations help enforce the ‘security policy’ we are considering. Transparency requirements in campaign finance regulations are one method of getting online advertising platforms to limit propaganda and abuse. Facebook has cited
advertiser spend transparency as one of its efforts to “help prevent
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foreign interference in elections” [1]. Such regulations are a positive driver of anti-abuse work. Anti-abuse technology and policy
retains all the benefits and limitations discussed in Section 2.2. In
this section, we will discuss the implications of campaign finance
regulations on our networked world.
One thing to bear in mind is usability for those who are verifying the nationality of those buying advertising. Accounts will need
to be verified via government-issued ID, presumably remotely. In
2018, Facebook used postcards with a security code on it as part of
its system to verity residence within the US [49]. Secondly, there
is a question of who actually bears the security cost of verified
accounts. This requirement would plausibly increase the value of
valid advertiser accounts of a specific nationality on the black market. Criminal specialization and resale is well-documented [29, 55].
The primary task of those myriad advertiser accounts is not to protect the integrity of national elections. Usable security teaches us
would should not ask users to do much beyond their primary tasks,
because they will avoid secondary tasks such as security if they reduce their productivity too much [5, 53].
While expecting online advertising companies to do basic knowyour-customer due diligence may be feasible, if difficult, other aspects of tracking finances are more difficult in 2019 than even in
2009. Pseudonymous electronic currencies, such as bitcoin, make it
easier for motivated individuals, let alone governments, to transfer
money across national borders outside of regulations. This worry is
not hypothetical. The Russians indicted for interfering in the 2016
US election allegedly “principally used bitcoin when purchasing
servers, registering domains, and otherwise making payments in
furtherance of hacking activity” [61, p. 21].

2.5

Education

Pedagogy has long considered education to be a bulwark against
propaganda and information operations. For example, in 1947 a
prominent researcher of mathematical pedagogy warned:
“In the schools of Germany between 1933 and 1939
the operational techniques of mathematics were undoubtedly learned as effectively as anywhere else in
the world, as the sons and daughters of passive parents were being prepared for ‘responsible citizenship’
in a Nazi culture. However, during these fateful years
pregnant with disaster for the peoples of the earth,
the teachers of the Third German Reich carried into
their classrooms their warped and distorted ideas and
through a process called “education” led their obedient students to accept the vicious proposition that
they belonged to a superior race and were destined
to rule the world. The ability to examine the quality
of evidence supporting this proposition, to analyze
the assumptions on which it is based and to use related understandings associated with the nature of
proof was not developed through their study of mathematics nor would such outcomes be tolerated in a
Nazi society. The skills and operations of mathematics may be its only contribution to responsible citizenship in an anti-democratic culture but much more
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is expected from the study of mathematics in the classrooms of a democracy” [19, p. 200].

Extensive case studies form the basis for this confidence in the positive effect of analytic thinking and rigorous argument via mathematics, rather than the mere “operational techniques” [18].
It would be tempting here to cite the litany of international rankings showing the US falling behind other countries in student test
scores. But it is exactly this focus on test results and operational
techniques that [19] warns against. The fact that public school students are evaluated based on a test of whether they can acquire the
correct answers via the slated operational techniques is a failure of
“the study of mathematics in the classrooms of a democracy.” The
sort of education needed to combat propaganda, in the 1930s as
well as now, is in how to reason reliably. In the 1930s, [18] demonstrated such a curriculum successfully in public high school.
In the framing of modern behavioral economics literature, we
are advocating a pedagogy that systematically attempts to overcome human cognitive biases. For practical intents and purposes,
[18] presents such an approach. Our initial thought when composing this article was to wax poetic about how everyday primary
school students should learn about intelligence analysis and cognitive biases, for example from an analysts’ training textbook such
as [33]. But the mathematics pedagogy literature beat us to that
conclusion by 75 years.
In the UK, a Parliamentary report about combating ‘disinformation’ states “digital literacy should be a fourth pillar of education,
alongside reading, writing, and maths” [15, p. 96]. Digital literacy
may well be a good goal, and forms a helpful set of background
skills and knowledge. However, the same can be said of digital literacy in 2019 as mathematics education in 1947—more is expected
from this education than mere skills and operations, it must also
include reasoning and analysis skills to make use of digital literacy.
In Ukraine, attempts to educate adults in media literacy resulted
in mild increases in efforts to cross-check information [42]. The
study does not attempt to identify whether this changed the respondent’s mind, or how respondents reasoned through any crosschecking they did. The media literacy plan is being piloted with 8th
and 9th graders to better effect [34]. The Ukrainian efforts seem
aimed at inculcating a sense that propaganda is a thing, and that
mass media may be biased. These facts are a minimum necessity
and positive step. But they fall far short of the curriculum envisaged by [18].
Media literacy efforts are generally not aligned with what the
usable security literature would suggest. Media literacy suggests
that users take time away from their primary task to check certain
features of communications or stories. While these may be helpful
heuristics, they are not the user’s primary task. This usable security
perspective helps explain why media literacy efforts are not generally successful. This media literacy approach is quite different from
the long-term education in good reasoning that [18] advocates. A
usable security perspective would suggest that such a long-term
effort, which realigns the users’ skills—and motivation—to be in
line with the policy of resisting foreign interference, is more likely
to be successful.
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3 OBSERVATIONS FROM A USABLE
SECURITY PERSPECTIVE
Many of the examples above, such as deterring adversaries or knocking them offline, as was done to the IRA, are indirect. They have
the potential to reduce the volume or intensity of information operations that individuals are exposed to, but they do not involve interaction with the ‘user’. Such methods can be used to complement
more user-facing interventions, which we look at in this section.
Many of the ideas from usable security can be expressed, in a
very oversimplified manner, through the phrase “do not overburden the user,” or, perhaps, “reduce the effort required from the
user.” It is easy to see how this applies to the problem of election interference: an average person, who views many articles, messages,
websites, and other communication, does not have the time, expertise, or inclination to investigate whether or not each of them is
an information operation. Many of the techniques discussed, both
above and later in this section, can help in this regard—reducing
the number of opportunities an adversary has to influence a user
helps the user behave in a more secure manner; that is, they are
less likely to be influenced. However, automated techniques can
not—and probably should not, given the potential for censorship
and loss of freedom—filter away all attempts at foreign election
interference. People will have to make decisions about the legitimacy of information, about what can be trusted, and about what
to believe.
Going beyond the simple message of ‘reduce user effort,’ usable security advises about how to get people to act securely. One
important contribution is how to effectively achieve security behaviour change [3]. For example, as we will discuss below, education needs to do more than just provide information—it has to be
both actionable and doable. Simply telling people to watch out for
information operations and fake news will not be effective—most
people will lack the necessary capability to identify such things,
and will not have the motivation to learn or apply the skills needed.
People must be willing to change their behaviour for education
to be effective. This is a particularly difficult problem in this domain, as people’s existing political beliefs may be part of a broader
cultural identity that resists change. Furthermore, humans have a
tendency to continue to believe what they already know, via cognitive biases such as anchoring and confirmation biases [13]. Some
promising recent work [51] shows that a game that ‘inoculates’ its
players against weak forms of fake news strategies can improve
their detection ability.
However, even if education can be effective, people must first
be aware that there is a problem and then care to spend time and
effort learning and applying the skills needed to behave more securely [8]. Education campaigns can improve their chance for success if messages are targeted at and tailored for particular groups,
if there are suitable services available to support the desired behaviour, if awareness messages come through many different channels, and if there are role models or champions demonstrating the
desired behaviour; success can be hindered by making the information hard to understand or inaccessible, delivered to a general
audience, or not consistent across sites [12]. It must be made easy
for people to do the right thing [16].

A Usable Security Perspective on Election Interference
Already we can see that there are some very big challenges. People read multiple sites, communication applications, and social networks; information operations can target them from any combination of their sources. Any effective solution will require coordination among these platforms, and consistent awareness education
and easy-to-use tools to enable individuals to act securely. Based
on the usable security literature, we advise that inconsistent advice
and inaccessible or difficult-to-use tools will not succeed.
In the rest of this section we will look at some existing attempts
at awareness communication, technological measures, and userfacing tools from a usable security perspective.

3.1

UK SHARE Checklist

The first intervention we examine is an attempt to educate. The UK
government has recently (early April, 2019) released advice [27] for
individuals to follow when considering whether or not to share
stories and other content online. It is a checklist of five items:
• Source—Make sure that the story is written by a
source you trust, with a reputation for accuracy. If
it’s from an unfamiliar organisation, check for a
website’s ‘About’ section to learn more.
• Headline—Always read beyond the headline. If it
sounds unbelievable, it very well might be. Be wary
if something doesn’t seem to add up.
• Analyse—Make sure you check the facts. Just because you have seen a story several times, doesn’t
mean it’s true. If you’re not sure, look at fact checking websites and other reliable sources to double
check.
• Retouched—Check whether the image looks like
it has been or could have been manipulated. False
news stories often contain retouched photos or reedited clips. Sometimes they are authentic, but have
been taken out of context.
• Error—Many false news stories have phony or lookalike URLs. Look out for misspellings, bad grammar or awkward layouts.
From a usable security perspective, there are issues with most of
these suggestions. Generally, they fail to account for biases that affect human behavior, fail to account for the effort and skill required
to follow the advice, and do not point to resources that people can
use to fact-check or verify reputation.
People often trust sources that are known for spreading inaccurate information, and often believe that legitimate sources are biased or incorrect. People trust and share inaccurate or false stories
from less reputable sources because they confirm previously held
beliefs [30]. Seeing content that matches their beliefs may also reduce motivation to properly assess the credibility of the site, meaning less accurated heuristics are used [41]. It may also be easy to
trust such sources because there is very little personal risk or possible harm involved [23]. Better advice would be to avoid sharing if
you don’t know the source at all, and to point to fact checking sites
where the reputation and authenticity of a site can be verified.
Asking users to read beyond the headline—“if it sounds unbelievable, it very well might be”—is far too general, unspecific advice. It is similar to a previous UK phishing education campaign,
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discussed in [39], which ran with the slogan “if it sounds too good
to be true, then it probably is.” Both of these ignore the fact that
people will engage with content (whether phishing site offering a
good bargain or fake news story with attractive headline) that they
respond to.
Advising users to analyze and check the facts is asking users to
spend a lot of time and effort—which they will certainly retain for
their primary tasks and not spend on the security task of verification [5] The advice also ignores the fact that people are biased to
confirm their beliefs and disregard evidence that contradicts them.
Countering a passionate, emotional stance by advocating rational
decision-making and the expenditure of a lot of effort is not likely
to be effective. Of course, this depends on context: when considering sharing on social media, it is particularly unlikely that users
will be willing to spend time considering an action that likely just
takes a click or two of the mouse; however, in other scenarios—
emailing colleagues, for example—it might be more reasonable to
expect users to be willing to invest time and effort checking facts.
The advice to look at fact checking websites is useful—but again,
no resources are provided.
A well-manipulated image is very hard to spot—skilled forensic scientists working for national crime agencies spend days and
weeks on cases. Even advice [47] for detecting simple, unsophisticated manipulations would take a lot of time for each image. Furthermore, the ability to manipulate audio and video is improving
rapidly; the development of ‘deep fakes’, which use neural networks to generate realistic audio and video footage has serious
implications for the future [50].
Telling people to look for ‘phony’ URLs has been tried in phishing education, and has been found to be time-consuming and errorprone. Users are focused on their primary task—in this case, sharing information—and are unlikely to remain vigilant if they have to
interrupt this task repeatedly. Furthermore, misspellings and bad
grammar are not a reliable indicator; in the UK, 28% of adults have
a standard of literacy of level 1 or below [36]. Many genuine communications will contain these errors, and so might be ignored if
following this advice. Additionally, this advice is likely to be ineffective against many adversaries that have the resources to hire
people with perfect language skills and set up realistic-looking domain names.
Overall, these five pieces of advice do not take any account of
the time it would take to carry out these actions or the skills that
would be needed to perform them correctly. It would add a huge
effort tax on interacting with content. Herley, who looks at the
cost-benefit trade-offs to users for following security advice [31],
finds that it is rational for users to ignore many pieces of advice;
in this case, where the costs of ignoring the device are not directly
experienced by the individual, this is almost certainly true.
A more effective approach would involve showing how manipulation is done, why it is done, and the damage that out-of-control
sharing of false or misleading information can do. Rather than assuming that all individuals are motivated by a desire to do good,
effective education and advice must recognize that people have biases, seek to confirm what they already believe, and get a positive
emotional response from sharing validating information with fellow believers. Getting individuals to understand the consequences
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means they are more likely to take in interest in not being manipulated, which renders them amenable to changing their behavior—
which simply presenting a list of advice that ignores their motivations will not do. This prepares the ground for them to learn
specific skills [45].

3.2

Facebook

Facebook, as a platform, is a powerful tool for the communication
of thoughts, ideas, and information. Whatever its benefits, it is also
capable of being used to disseminate unsavory content and information operations. The report by the UK’s House of Commons
Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee [15], which looks at
the role of ‘disinformation’ in recent elections, is highly critical of
Facebook, citing attempts to mislead the committee about overseas
interference in elections, and an unwillingness to be regulated or
scrutinized.
Perhaps in response to the growing awareness of its use as a
platform for information operations, Facebook has introduced features to try and increase transparency about who is sponsoring
political content. They have introduced tools to show who is purchasing political advertising, and who is responsible for running
pages. However, these features still require the user to be aware of
them and then expend effort to assess the legitimacy of each page.
The ‘People who manage this page’ feature states: “It’s common for
a Page to be managed by many people from different places. You
can check for a mismatch between a Page’s purpose and the location of the people who manage it.” Like the SHARE checklist, this
advice places the burden of effort onto the user, requiring them to
first be aware of and find the tool, and then consider the purpose of
the page and whether the locations of its administrators are consistent. Usable security teaches us that most users—even if they are
aware that the information is present and that it should be used
to check the authenticity of a page—will not bear this mental cost,
and will not benefit from any added security.
Even if individuals use the tools Facebook has exposed, their
effectiveness is unclear. The ‘In the NOW’ page, which states it
“strives to build a community of mindful media consumers around
important, curious and purpose-driven content” has 7 page managers from the United States, 2 from Germany, and 1 from Russia.
Nothing seems inconsistent about the locations of the managers
and the purpose of the page, and yet this was one of several pages
suspended by Facebook for not declaring links to RT, the Russian
state-operated media company [40]. The pages were eventually restored, and now carry a statement: “‘In the Now” is a brand of Maffick which is owned and operated by Anissa Naouai and Ruptly
GmbH, a subsidiary of RT.’
While paid political advertising and some state-funded pages
have these tools—however effective they might be—there are also
user-run groups and accounts without them that can conduct information operations. The DCMS report [15] states: “There also
needs to be an acknowledgement of the role and power of unpaid
campaigns and Facebook Groups that influence elections and referendums.” Facebook removed a large number of accounts operated
by the Internet Research Agency after the 2016 elections, removed
30,000 fake accounts ahead of the 2017 French elections [2], as well
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as a number of fake accounts and pages before the Moldovan EU
elections [59].
From a usable security perspective, the detection and removal of
fake accounts used to conduct information operations is a good solution, if Facebook can keep up. The detection needs to be comprehensive and adaptable; sophisticated adversaries can experiment,
with little cost, to find different ways of avoiding detection, making this a challenging task. Detection and removal should happen
as quickly as possible to limit the number of users exposed. Facebook does not have any stated public mitigation plan for what to do
if a user is exposed to propaganda, as recommended in Section 2.3.

3.3

WhatsApp

WhatsApp is an end-to-end encrypted messaging application that
allows users to send messages, photos, videos, and audio to other
individuals or to groups. It became the vehicle for a large-scale
election influence campaign in Brazil in 2018 [7]. Due to the high
cost of internet access in the country, combined with free data to
access WhatsApp, along with other applications, on mobile phone
plans, the level of WhatsApp adoption is extremely high, and the
ability of individuals to visit websites to verify or fact check any
information they receive is limited. Information is shared and reshared between friends and family, which has the effect of increasing its credibility. When Bolsonaro supporters sent out message after message with misleading or manipulated information, photos,
or videos, they rapidly went viral and spread around the population.
In response to this, as well as to incidents of mob violence in
India incited by false information spread over the network, WhatsApp has added indicators to show when a message has been forwarded, and set a limit on how many times a message can be forwarded by an individual [4]. This drastically reduces the number
of recipients one person can easily spread a message to.
Given the encrypted nature of the messaging platform, that is,
the messages themselves cannot be observed by WhatsApp, this
seems like a reasonable solution from a usable security perspective. The limit is unlikely to be detrimental to legitimate uses, but
provides an additional barrier to the mass sharing of possibly false
or unwanted information. As in other areas of cybersecurity, rate
limiting increases the cost of attacks. Since the attack here requires
repeated human interaction to forward, this should be effective,
unless the requirement for human interaction can be subverted.
Unfortunately, this solution is unique to private messaging apps.
Social media companies designed for mass sharing to all of a user’s
connections cannot benefit from such rate limiting without changing their whole user model.
Another approach has been taken on the Line messenger app
in Taiwan [56], which is also encrypted, like WhatsApp, so messages can not be observed directly. Users can forward messages
to a bot run by a fact-checking service, which will reply with responses from fact checkers. The responses are saved in a database,
so queries about a previously-seen message are handled instantly.
With this solution, users must be aware of the service and motivated to use it; however for those who are aware, it seems to be
an effective approach that does not require much effort from individuals. It also maintains users’ autonomy: they have a choice

A Usable Security Perspective on Election Interference
Should do
Help people understand consequences of their actions
Align platform policy and communication with laws and regulations
Enable enforcement of existing
laws via transparency
Long-term education in critical
thinking

Should avoid
Overloading the voters’ primary task(s)
Expecting voters to be IT and
media analysis experts
Ignoring voter cognitive biases

Educating voters as if we all can
become news subject matter experts
Platforms should contain and Censorship – automated decireduce information operations sion making needs to be transtechnologically
parent to non-experts
Table 1: An overview of our suggestions for a usable security approach to limiting foreign interference in US and UK
elections via social manipulation through technology.

of whether or not to believe the fact checkers, and if multiple fact
checkers have different opinions, the user is presented with all of
them and can make their own choice.

3.4

Pros and cons of automated intervention

There are limits to what automated detection or other defenses can
successfully achieve; relying on these too much raises questions
about censorship and whether they interfere with democratic values. There are therefore limits to how much user effort can be minimized, and at some point individuals will be required to act or make
decisions. A usable security perspective can help those defending
elections to understand how to encourage more secure behaviour
by the intended legitimate voters.
Twin concepts from the international relations literature help
from the tension here. Therein, there are two notions of [physical]
security: freedom from — negative security — and freedom to, or
positive security. In this context, ‘freedom to’ tends to mean freedom to express certain shared values or actions. This conception
frames “doing [positive] security [as] the identification and survival of the core values of the order” [48, p. 13]. One conception
of the problem the US and UK are grappling with is to retain freedom from large-scale election interference while maintaining each
citizens’ freedom to express themselves. This tension mirrors the
tension in the usable security literature between a security policy,
which describes desired behaviour, and the users’ goals.
One obvious drawback to automated interventions is that they
may limit voter autonomy. Insofar as the interventions share and
protect the goals and values expressed in the law, automated protection is a form of collective defense. However, the challenge, for
which usable security can suggest solutions, is to get individuals
to adopt and share these values and be motivated to act in their
defense, which is necessary in cases beyond the ability or defined
limits of automated protection.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
Lessons from usable security tell us that important aspects of the
effort to combat election interference via social manipulation are
likely to fail. Table 1 summarizes what these lessons recommend
responses should do and should avoid. In many instances, companies with misaligned incentives dodge work by pushing it on to the
users. But we know that the users do not have the skill or incentive to perform the tasks asked of them, and that their compliance
budget is likely to be exceeded should they attempt to.
One exception to our reticence to engage the user is long-term
education, especially of young people. Combating propaganda has
long been a focus of educational efforts. As the problem is likely
an enduring one, the social cost of teaching all children mathematical reasoning skills and digital literacy is a plausible solution,
though it will take a long time scale to enact. The usable security
literature has lessons for how to make this education more successful, as well. Do not exhort students with abstract needs, as the
SHARE [27] model does. Provide concrete examples of the consequences of sharing propaganda and fake news. When coupled with
the mathematics pedagogy literature, this could make a powerfully
engaging curriculum.
Attempts to educate older users to behave more responsibly
when sharing content online must start by acknowledging that
people have biases and want to see information that supports their
beliefs, and get a positive emotional response from sharing that information with fellow believers. Assuming that all users are fair,
and unbiased, and want to do good—and just need to be given a
list of instructions how to do it—ignores this and will not be effective. Instead, the strategy has to make people aware that there are
consequences of their behavior that they do not want. This awareness can lead to changes in behavior to avoid the undesired consequences.
Outside of education, solutions that do not burden the user are
an important tool. This recommendation is equally true of technical and political solutions. For example, WhatsApp’s rate limiting of message forwarding appears to be an elegant solution to
their propaganda spam problem. To the extent possible, platforms
should be built with such features in mind before they’re exploited,
not reactively. To the extent possible, governments should re-align
the incentives of the technology platforms to prevent the platforms
from pushing this important national-security work on users. Of
course, what work the platform does on behalf of the users should
be transparent in an way that is explainable to even marginalized
or at-risk users.
Election interference via social manipulation remains a difficult
problem. In many ways, it predates the Internet. There are highly
motivated adversaries and complex interlocking constraints on defenders. The discipline of usable security has useful insights to add
to the many voices in this debate. No one discipline has all the solutions to election interference, but the lens of usable security is a
useful one for helping design solutions that will work as intended
in the real world.

4.1

Future Work

There are many things we have mentioned—often quite briefly—
here that pose great challenges for future work. For example, we
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have discussed how there is a trade-off between the amount of
work automated systems can perform to limit election interference
and human freedom and autonomy. A heavy-handed approach to
automation can lead to censorship; but what is not automated will
rely on human effort and ability. What is the correct balance? Where
should an algorithm draw the line on what is fake and what is
legitimate—and who decides which is which? How much can people be expected to do? Another important area is how to effect
behaviour change. What is the best way to teach people the importance of and skills needed to make more secure decisions? How
can this message be coordinated among different web platforms?
How can these tasks be supported by tools? These are all open—and
difficult—challenges, that will need to be addressed by researchers
as well as society in order to make progress towards tackling this
problem.
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